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Syndicate Consultants is established to provide a combined

technical and contractual assistance service to clients in all

categories i.e. Employers, Manufacturers, Contractors, Sub-

Contractors, Suppliers, etc.
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About Us

Syndicate Consultants is established to provide a combined technical and contractual assistance

service to clients in all categories i.e. Employers, Manufacturers, Contractors, Sub-Contractors,

Suppliers, etc, a HR Consultants that can create tailormade employment solutions. We firmly believe

in an active partnership between the Consultants, the Client and the Candidate. We work closely with

our clients to understand their business, their requirements, and their expectations and provide them

with right candidates, you can call it as an extension of our client's office. We adhere to a highly

competitive and unique methodology for the process of selecting 'The Best' amongst 'The

Best'.Syndicate Consultants is a recruitment house approved by the Ministry of Labour, Government

of India vide Regd. No.: B-0161/MUM/PER/1000+/5/8730/2011With a huge database of personnel at

our Mumbai office, we also get updates from some of the largest employment portals.Syndicate

Consultants registered office is located in Bhandup, the prime area of Mumbai Suburb, the

commercial capital of India and is easily accessible to all modes of transport and also offering

convenience to its candidates. The office is intelligently planned with all modern facilities.Syndicate

Consultants has a strong network of offices across India covering major cities like Mumbai, Chennai,

Delhi, Kolkata, Kochi, Ankleshwar, Lucknow and Hyderabad.Syndicate Consultants associate

overseas offices...
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OTHER SERVICES

Our Professional Selection IT
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F a c t s h e e t

Nature of Business :Service Provider



CONTACT US

Syndicate Consultants
Contact Person: Gopal Shetty

G28/29, Dreams Mall, Upper Ground Floor, L.B.S. Marg, Bhandup 
Mumbai - 400078, Maharashtra, India
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